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1. Introduction 
The Expert Committee for Restructuring Bruhat Bangalore Mahanagara Palike (BBMP) constituted by 

the Government of Karnataka, under the chairmanship of former Chief Secretary B.S. Patil in its final 

report submitted to the Government of Karnataka in June 2015, inter alia made a wide range of 

recommendations for restructuring and professionalizing the BBMP’s human resources. These 

recommendations followed a careful examination of the existing state of affairs with the human 

resources of the BBMP which revealed the following: 

i. The key departments of the BBMP are not properly organized leading to a lack of 

effective top-level management and insufficient control over the lower level staff. For 

example, the resource-generating departments such as revenue, advertisements, 

markets etc., are not under a single head of the department. Often the difference 

between a department and a wing or a cell in a department is not clear. Different official 

documents list departments and organizational charts differently. The regulatory 

departments have poor enforcement capacity. For example: officials of the Markets 

Department admitted to their difficulties to revise the rentals or to recover the arrears 

as they faced threat from anti-social elements (pp 133-4).  

ii. The BBMP has been using C&R Rules framed over 45 years ago. Although these C&R 

Rules were revised in 2013-14, the draft is yet to receive the state government’s 

approval. As a result, BBMP recruitments are governed by a set of outdated rules and 

procedures. These Rules do not take into account the requirement of skills and 

competencies among the staff to meet the current challenges of urban governance. 

They do not cover a large number of posts which have since been created in view of the 

newer responsibilities that the BBMP has come to shoulder under the 74th 

Constitutional Amendment and because of the manifold increase in the city’s 

population.  The Rules do not recognize the need for specialized knowledge to perform 

certain kinds of jobs in urban governance. For example: Engineering department recruits 

general engineering graduates and then deploys them to departments where their roles 

call for specialist knowledge. Engineers with a civil engineering degree man town 

planning department where specialist skills of an urban planner is required. (pp 132) 

iii. A number of important posts in the BBMP are being filled by way of deputation from 

various departments of the state government without ensuring that the staff so deputed 

possesses the required competence to discharge their responsibilities. While the overall 

number of deputed staff constitutes less than 10 per cent of the total strength, it is 

important to note that in some key departments the staff on deputation constitute a 

very large proportion of the total cadre strength. For example, in town planning 

department 69 per cent of the staff were on deputation and in engineering works 

department it was 53 per cent. While deputation may be unavoidable in certain cases 

for reasons such as lack of expertise among the BBMP staff or difficulties in maintaining 

an independent cadre for small departments, large scale deputation in key departments 

such as works, town planning etc., has adversely affected the capacity of the 

administration as admitted by senior officials of the BBMP. The staff on deputation often 

lack a sense of ownership and are difficult to be held accountable (pp 133).  
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iv. Section 14(1) of the Karnataka Municipal Corporations Act says that a municipal 

commissioner will ‘….ordinarily hold office for a period not less than two years.” 

However in the past five years (2010-15), the BBMP has had six commissioners with 

terms ranging from four months to 18 months. Other key officials in the leadership 

position such as special commissioner and zonal commissioners also do not have 

security of tenure for them to undertake any systemic changes and reforms (pp 134). 

v. While outdated C&R Rules and deputation of staff without relevant experience demand 

regular training and upgradation of skills among the working staff, there is no proper 

provision for training. The BBMP has a HR department which is not properly equipped to 

meet the professional training needs of the staff. The refresher programs that are 

conducted now are neither well organized, nor are they regular. No induction program is 

conducted for the newly recruited employees and they are directly assigned 

responsibilities without training or orientation. Due to the lack of orientation and 

training, the dependency of new recruits on seniors even for procedural and 

administrative matters is high (pp 134)  

Based on the above findings, the committee recommended that the functional departments of the 

BBMP be restructured in accordance with the proposed splitting of the BBMP into smaller 

corporations overseen by a Greater Bangalore Authority (GBA), and the proposed reorganization of 

governance in each of the corporations by making the wards and the zones the pivotal points. The 

committee also recommended that the existing cadre and recruitment rules of the BBMP should be 

revised keeping in view the capacity expected of the corporation staff in the changed circumstances 

of the city’s governance. The committee also gave a broad outline for restructuring and re-

organization of the departments and for the revision of cadre and recruitment rules.  

After the committee submitted its report which contained above recommendations along with its 

overall recommendations for restructuring the governance of Bangalore city, the Government of 

Karnataka wide its order AE-484-MNY-2013 dated January 27, 2016 extended the term of the 

committee to prepare and submit a detailed plan to implement the recommendations. With 

particular reference to the recommendations relating to manpower, the committee was mandated 

to prepare a detailed plan (i) for re-organization of the departments in view of the proposed splitting 

of the BBMP and the proposed emphasis being placed on the zonal and the ward-level 

administration (ii) for revising the cadre and recruitment rules in respect of all cadres of staff and 

officials across the departments of the proposed corporations and the GBA. 

Accordingly, the committee held detailed discussions and consultations with various stakeholders 

including representatives of all the existing departments of the BBMP. The committee discussed 

with them the recommendations made in the first report and further measures to be taken up 

keeping in view of the objectives set out above. Based on the outcomes of these discussions and 

consultations, the committee has prepared this report. In the ensuring sections, the report first 

presents overall recommendations emerging from this exercise (Section 2) and department-wise 

recommendations for reorganization, restructuring and revision of cadre and recruitment rules 

(Section 3). 
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2. Overall Recommendations 

2.1. Reorganization  
At present the BBMP website lists 25 functional departments (Table 1). The committee is of the view 

that in the interest of better coordination and in order to avoid functional overlaps, some of the 

departments should be merged and some other departments should be split for clear demarcation 

of responsibilities. This is also necessary in view of the smaller size of the proposed corporations.  

Table 1: List of the existing Departments of the BBMP 

Sl.no. Departments 

1 Accounts 

2 Administration 

3 Advertisement 

4 Animal Husbandry 

5 Engineering 

6 Education 

7 Estate 

8 Forests 

9 OFC 

10 Horticulture 

11 Health 

12 Land Acquisition 

13 Legal Cell 

14 Markets 

15 Solid Waste Management 

16 Revenue 

17 Town Planning 

18 TVCC 

19 Welfare 

20 Public Relations 

21 Project Central 

22 Storm Water Drains 

23 Information Technology 

24 Road Infrastructure 

25 Lakes 

Accordingly, the committee recommends that these 25 departments be reorganized into 16 

compact departments by bringing together various smaller units performing similar functions and by 

upgrading existing wings of some departments performing independent functions into full-fledged 

departments. The list of proposed departments is presented in the table 2. The proposed 

departments can be placed under seven functional categories as shown in the table 2. These 

functional categories are resources, engineering services, healthcare, ecology and environment, 

welfare, and human resources and internal administration. 
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Table 2:  List of proposed departments after re-organization organized according to functional 
categories. 

Sl 

No 

Functional categories and the 

departments falling under them 

Explanation 

Resources 

1 Department of Resources By merging the existing Revenue, Market and 

Advertisement Departments 

Engineering Services 

2 Department of Engineering Works The existing works department which is in charge of all 

maintenance works has been renamed. 

3 Department of Electrical 

Engineering 

By upgrading the existing electrical engineering wing in 

charge of streetlights, electrical crematoria and 

electrification of all the installations of the BBMP 

4 Department of Projects and Road 

Infrastructure 

By merging the existing Projects and Road 

Infrastructure wings of the engineering department 

5 Department of Storm Water Drains 

and Lakes 

By merging the existing storm water drains and lakes 

wings of the engineering department 

6 Department of Technical Vigilance 

and Quality Control 

The existing Technical Vigilance Cell under the 

Commissioner to be upgraded into a full-fledged 

department to be placed at the GBA 

7 Department of Information 

Technology and E-Governance 

The existing Information Technology cell to be 

upgraded into a full-fledged e-governance department. 

Besides providing IT support to various departments of 

all the five corporations and the GBA,  it will also be 

responsible for planning and executing e-governance 

projects 

Healthcare 

8 Department of Public Health Carved out of the existing Health Department and will 

include the existing Animal Husbandry wing and Birth 

and Death Registration wing 

9 Department of Medical Services and 

Family Welfare 

Carved out of the existing Health Department and will 

be responsible for the management of hospitals 

Urban Planning 

10 Department of Urban Planning With the merger of the existing Planning Department 

and the planning wing of the BDA. 

Ecology and Environment Services 

11 Department of Solid Waste 

Management 

Existing Solid Waste Department with independent 

staff 

12 Department of Trees and Parks By merging the existing Horticulture and Forest 

Departments 

Welfare 

13 Department of Urban Poverty The existing Welfare Department 
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Sl 

No 

Functional categories and the 

departments falling under them 

Explanation 

Alleviation and Welfare 

Human Resources and Institutional Management 

14 Department of Administration The existing general administration department 

including estates, public relations and land acquisition 

15 Department of Law The existing legal cell to be upgraded as a separate 

department 

16 Department of Accounts, Audit and 

Finance 

Existing accounts wing is to be made a separate 

department to look after finances, accounts and audit 

In the re-organized departments all but the three departments that are included under the category 

of Human Resources and Administration will have a direct interface with the public. The 

departments listed under the category Human Resources and Administration are those which deal 

with the personnel, financial and general administration of each of the proposed corporations and 

the GBA. 

The committee in its first report suggested that certain departments which are responsible for works 

with city-wide implications need to be shifted to the GBA. In the re-organized list of departments, 

those which need to be shifted to the GBA are clearly identified and are listed in table 3. The other 

departments will operate out of the respective corporations. However, the GBA will play a 

coordinating role with respect to all the departments including those housed in individual 

corporations. To facilitate this, all departments coming under each of the functional categories will 

have a GBA-level officer. 

Table 3:  List of the departments to be housed in the GBA after re-organization 

Sl No Departments 

1 Department of Administration 

2 Department of Projects and Road Infrastructure 

3 Department of Storm Water Drains and Lakes 

4 Department of Technical Vigilance and Quality Control 

5 Department of Information Technology Services and E-Governance 

6 Department of Urban Planning 

 

 The committee recommends that the existing departments of Revenue, Advertisement and 

Markets be merged to form a new Department of Resources. This has been recommended in 

order to bring the responsibility of collection of all kinds of municipal levies under one 

department. The department will be housed in individual corporations. The policy decisions 

affecting the revenue collection of all the five corporations will be taken at the GBA level. 

The details of organizational structure of the proposed Resources Department at the 

corporation and GBA level are presented in Section 3.1 
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 The engineering services of the BBMP are currently organized under many departments and 

wings. The committee has noticed that there has also been confusion in the names and 

functional lines of various wings and departments rendering different kinds of engineering 

services. In view of this, the committee recommends the re-organization of various 

departments and wings coming under engineering services into six clearly demarcated 

independent departments. These are the Departments of Engineering Works, the 

Department of Electrical Engineering, the Department of Storm Water Drains and Lakes, the 

Department of Projects and Road Infrastructure, Department of Information Technology and 

E-Governance and the Department of Technical Vigilance and Quality Control. With this re-

organization, the post of the engineer-in-chief currently in the BBMP would be shifted to the 

GBA. All the engineering services departments housed in the GBA as well as five 

corporations will come under the overall supervision of the Engineer-in-Chief. A chief 

engineer, a superintendent engineer or an executive engineer will head the engineering 

departments housed in each of the corporations. The existing posts of chief engineers at the 

zonal level is to be discontinued. The details of the restructured departments under 

engineering services is discussed in Section 3.2. 

 

 The existing Department of Town Planning in the BBMP functions mainly as building-plan 

issuing authority and hardly carries out any urban planning function as the urban planning 

functions are vested with the Bangalore Development Authority (BDA). As part of the overall 

reorganization plan of governance of Bangalore proposed in the Committee’s Report 

submitted in June 2015 the BDA, along with other parastatal agencies, would be housed in 

the GBA. With this, the Committee recommends that there is no need for the continuation 

of a full-fledged Town Planning Department at the corporation level. The function of issuing 

building permits up to a certain limit allowed at the corporation level can be performed by 

the engineering department. The proposed restructure of the Planning Department is 

discussed in Section 3.3. 

 

 The existing Health Department of the BBMP is responsible for both public health and 

clinical health related functions. The health department also performs regulatory functions 

such as issuing of trade license, under the provisions of the Karnataka Municipal 

Corporations Act 1976. As part of the re-organization, the committee recommends that the 

public health and clinical health (renamed as medical services and family welfare) wings of 

the Health Department should function as two separate departments at the corporation 

level, each headed by a health officer reporting directly to the commissioner. The posts of 

the Special Commissioner (Health) and the Chief Health Officer at the BBMP should be 

shifted to the GBA. The Special Commissioner will coordinate the functions of the both 

Public Health and Medical Services functions of all the corporations. The details of the 

restructured Health Department is presented in Section 3.4. The existing department of 

Animal Husbandry is to be renamed as the Veterinary Services wing and it will be part of the 

Department of Public Health. 
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 An independent Department of Solid Waste Department has been created in the BBMP in 

accordance with the Supreme Court guidelines on the solid waste management. However, 

the Department lacks its own staff and its operations are carried out by the personnel and 

officials from the Department of Engineering and the Department of Health. The Committee 

recommends a restructured independent Department of Solid Waste Management with an 

independent cadre. At the GBA level, a Special Commissioner (Environment) will coordinate 

the functions of the department across the corporations.  

 

 The committee recommends the merger of the existing Department of Horticulture and the 

Department of Forests as a single Department of Trees and Parks at each of the five 

corporations. The Department will be under the overall supervision of the Special 

Commissioner (Environment) at the GBA. The details of both the Department of Solid Waste 

Management and the Department of Trees and Parks are discussed under Section 3.5 under 

the environmental services function. 

 

 The Department of Welfare in the BBMP will continue to exist in each of the corporations 

with appropriate restructuring. The Department is recommended to be renamed as the 

Department of Urban Poverty Alleviation and Welfare as the committee is of the view that it 

should take up a wide range of programmes aimed at promoting the welfare of the weaker 

sections rather than being an agency to spend the mandatory allocation for the scheduled 

castes and the scheduled tribes. A special commissioner (welfare) housed in the GBA will 

coordinate the functions of this department across the corporations. The details are 

discussed in Section 3.6. 

 

 For the internal administration of the GBA and the corporations the committee recommends 

three independent departments. They are: the Department of Human Resources, the 

Department of Finance, Accounts and Audit and the Department of Law. The Department of 

Human Resources will also include the Public Relations and Estates. As the GBA is going to 

be vested with the management of all the Group A, B and C cadres of personnel in the re-

organized governance arrangement, the Department of Human Resources will function from 

the GBA. Only the cadre of Group D personnel will be managed at the corporation level with 

a wing of Human Resources Department present in each of the corporation. The Law and 

Finance Departments will also be housed in the GBA with substantial presence at the level of 

each corporation also. Details are presented in Section 3.7 

2.2. Revision of Cadre and Recruitment Rules 
Along with reorganization and restructuring of the departments, the committee has also made 

detailed recommendations detailing out the qualification and methods of recruitment for all the 

cadres at the GBA and the corporations. The committee recommends that the existing cadre and 

recruitment rules should be revised based on these recommendations.  
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 It should be noted that this report has not prepared new cadre and recruitment rules. 

Instead the committee has taken note of the fact that the BBMP has already submitted 

revised Cadre and Recruitment Rules which have been awaiting approval by the 

Government in the Department of Urban Development (UDD) for approval. The 

committee recommends that the Cadre and Recruitment Rules before the UDD should be 

further revised keeping in view the recommendations made in this section of this report 

with regard to the qualifications and mode of recruitment. 

 

 The Committee’s recommendations regarding the revision of the Cadre and Recruitment 

Rules are presented along with restructure plan for each of the departments. The committee 

recommends that a written examination should be made mandatory for all kinds of direct 

recruitments of the staff of the corporations and the GBA, excepting the case of the 

recruitment of pourakarmikas. The Committee also recommends that interviews should be 

completely dispensed with in the recruitment process. 

 

 Further, the committee recommends that the task of conducting written test for direct 

recruitments should be outsourced to a suitable external agency. The agency could be the 

Indian Institute of Management for recruitments to the Departments of Revenue and the 

Indian Institutes of Technology or the National Institutes of Technology for the recruitment 

of Engineering Cadres and Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences for recruitments in the 

Departments of Public Health, the Department of Medical Services and Family Welfare. For 

Group C cadres, the recruitment test can be outsourced to the Karnataka Examination 

Authority.  

 

 The Committee in its previous report has recommended that deputation of staff from 

various state government agencies to the corporation should be discontinued forth with. 

The committee would like to emphasis this once again here that deputation from the state 

government departments should not be resorted to except in those cases where deputation 

is unavoidable. Even in such cases, the committee recommends that deputations should be 

based on clearly laid-down guidelines. 

 

 The Committee also recommends that the staff and officers appointed to one department of 

the corporation should not be randomly transferred to other departments based on 

extraneous considerations. The committee has taken note of the fact that such practices are 

being resorted to rampantly in the BBMP. During the consultation with senior officials it was 

brought to the notice of the committee that there is an organized practice of joining some 

junior-level posts to gain entry into the rolls of the BBMP and then getting a transfer to the 

so called more lucrative departments by bringing various kinds of pressure. This has created 

an artificial shortage of trained personnel in some cadres. The committee therefore 

recommends that there should be a transfer policy for the inter-departmental and inter-

corporation-level transfer of the staff and officers. While the inter-departmental transfers 

should be generally discouraged and done under unavoidable conditions, the inter-

corporation-level transfers should be decided and monitored at the GBA-level based on a 
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clear policy. A counselling system should be adopted for transfers as it is the practice in 

several departments of the state government. A cooling off period of minimum five years 

should be made mandatory for being posted to the corporation where the employee would 

have worked in the past. 

 The committee recommends that at least some proportion of the fairly senior posts in all the 

departments should be filled through lateral entry. Such a change in the recruitment of 

municipal bureaucracy is urgently called for in order to infuse dynamism and fresh ideas into 

urban governance in Bangalore. 

3. Re-organized Departments with suggestions for C&R Revisions 
 
This Section presents the revised structure and the recommendations for revising C&R Rules with 
respect to each of the departments. The departments are presented under seven categories based 
on the nature of their functions as explained in Section 2. 

3.1. Resources  
The BBMP mobilizes resources for its functions by collecting a number of levies on the citizens under 

the provisions of the Karnataka Municipal Corporations Act. The most important of these levies is 

the Property Tax. Other sources of the BBMP’s resources include advertisement tax, market rentals, 

license fees, OFC rentals, building plan fees and road cutting charges. Currently, the Department of 

Revenue is responsible for the levy and collection of property taxes. A separate Department of 

Markets is in charge of imposing and collecting market rentals while the Department of 

Advertisements is responsible for the collection of fees for hoardings and billboards. Similarly, 

various license fees are collected by the departments vested with powers to issue such licenses, 

including building plans, road cutting charges and OFC-related levies. 

The committee is of the view that in order to promote efficiency in resource mobilization and to 

achieve better coordination, a single department should be in charge of collection of all levies.  

This department should be called the Department of Resources. 

i. The Department of Resources 

 

The Committee recommends that the Department of Resources should be created by merging 

the existing Departments of Revenue, Markets and Advertisement. 

The existing Revenue Department is headed by a special/additional commissioner assisted by a 

deputy commissioner at the corporation level. There are zonal-level deputy commissioners who 

manage the functions of the department at the zonal level and report to the head office through 

respective zonal commissioners. The Department, in addition to levying and collecting property 

tax is also in charge of issuing, maintaining and managing property documents called khata and 

is also in charge of collecting all fees relating to the creation, registration, mutation and transfer 

of khatas and betterment charges whenever new areas are added to the BBMP limits.  The 

department staff at the zonal level and below also perform general administration functions 

such as census, elections and issuance of domicile certificates etc. This is one of the most 

important departments of the BBMP as it performs functions related to the civic body’s revenue, 

property records and general administration.  
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The existing department of Markets maintains markets and levies and collects rentals from the 

lessees of the market. The Department is headed by a Deputy Commissioner at the BBMP.  

The existing Department of Advertisement is headed by an Assistant Commissioner and It is 

responsible for the collection of fees for display of hoardings. 

 

a) Reorganization: Resources 

The proposed Department of Resources should be placed in charge of all kinds resources that 

the BBMP is mandated to raise. In addition to property-related levies, the department should 

also be placed in charge of such other levies as market rentals, lease charges, advertisement 

charges, building plan related fees, trade license charges and all OFC-related rentals and rentals 

from play grounds and other immovable properties of the BBMP. This is necessary to bring all 

revenue related functions under one department for effective control and better revenue 

collection. The power to raise demand will continue to vest with the departments concerned but 

actual collection will be done by the department of resources. 

The Department of Resources will also continue to perform all the property records related 

functions which the Department of Revenue is currently responsible for. These include khata 

registration, khata transfer, khata amalgamation and khata bifurcation. 

The Department of Resources will continue to perform all the general administration functions 

which the present Revenue Department is responsible for. These functions include election 

related works, census-related works, natural calamity-related works and works related to 

implementation of the welfare schemes of the state and union governments. 

In respect of trade licenses, buildings plans, commencement certificates, occupancy certificates 

and OFC rentals, rentals from play grounds, mobile towers etc, and demand will be raised by the 

departments concerned and communicated to the department of resources to enable collection 

at the appropriate levels 

 

b) Structure: Resources 

The Committee recommends the following structure for the Resources Department at the Ward, 

Zonal, Corporation and GBA levels. 

 Ward Level:  

Currently, officials of three different ranks function at the ward level. They are Tax 

inspector/bill collector, Revenue inspectors/Assessors and Senior Revenue Inspectors. The 

committee is of the view that the functions among the three overlap to a great extent. 

Therefore, given the nature of the functions that they perform, the post of revenue 

inspectors and assessors could be clubbed. The designation of the bill collector for the tax 

inspector can be dispensed with. The Committee also feels that there is no need for the 

continuation of the posts of senior revenue inspectors. Thus there will be only two posts at 

the ward level, namely, tax inspectors and revenue inspectors. 

 

Tax inspectors collect/recover dues and verify backlogs. Currently there is a tax inspector for 

every 4000 to 5000 properties and the only function he performs is the collection of 

property taxes. The Committee recommends that an appropriate number of properties each 

tax inspector is responsible for has to be determined afresh as the tax inspectors are now 

responsible for the collection of all levies in their jurisdiction. 
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With the abolition of the post of assessor, the post of revenue inspector is recommended to 

be upgraded in the pay scale of the assessors. The revenue inspector with a higher pay scale 

will oversee the work of tax inspectors. Revenue Inspectors are also responsible for accurate 

assessment of tax for all properties in their jurisdiction. It is the responsibility of the revenue 

inspectors to ensure that there is no under-estimation or suppression of tax. Further, 

Revenue Inspectors are also responsible for works relating to khata registration, transfer, 

amalgamation, bifurcation and mutation of khata. Revenue Inspectors are responsible for all 

the election and census related work assigned to them. The number of Revenue Inspectors is 

to be decided based on the work-load in a particular ward. 

 

 Zonal Level: Resources 

Deputy Commissioner (Resources) heads the department of resources at the zonal level. The 

Deputy Commissioner holds the overall responsibility of resource collection, khata-related 

work and will report to the Zonal Commissioner. 

Below the Deputy Commissioner there will be Revenue Officers at the Divisional level. A 

division coincides with a Legislative Assembly Constituency. There will be two to three 

divisions in a zone. The Revenue Officer’s Post may be re-named as Assistant Commissioner 

(Resources) in view of the renaming the Department of Revenue as the Department of 

Resources. 

Below Assistant Commissioners, there will be Assistant Revenue Officers whose post can be 

at the sub-divisional level. There will be two to three sub-divisions in a division. The number 

of wards per sub-division is to be decided based on the total number of wards to be formed 

after the reorganization. The Assistant Commissioner will supervise all the Assistant Revenue 

Officers in his/her jurisdiction, which is a division. The AROs will supervise all the Revenue 

Inspectors and Tax Inspectors in the wards coming under his/her jurisdiction, namely a sub-

division. 

 

 Corporation Level: Resources 

At the corporation level, there will be a Joint Commissioner (resources). The Joint 

Commissioner (Resources) will be responsible for all the functions related to resource 

mobilization and khata, besides statutory administrative functions assigned to the 

Department of Resources. 

 

The Joint Commissioner (resources) would be in charge of all the resource-related functions. 

Since the size of the corporation is to be reduced and/or the administrative units at the 

lower level are going to be rationalized as part of the proposed restructuring of the BBMP, 

the committee feels that it should be possible for the Joint Commissioner (Resources) to 

manage all revenue related functions at the corporation level unlike the existing Special 

Commissioner/Joint Commissioner Revenue who is in charge of only property-related levies. 

 

 GBA Level: Resources 

There will be a Special Commissioner (Resources) at the GBA who will be responsible for 

planning and executing resource mobilization in all the corporations under the GBA. 
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c) Recommendations for C&R Rules: Resources 

The Committee makes following recommendation regarding the recruitment for various posts in 

the department of resources. The recommendations are summarized in table 4. The relevant 

C&R Rules should be revised incorporating these recommendations.  

Table 4: Recommendations for C and R Revision, Resource Department 

Designation Numbers Mode of 
recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Tax Inspectors No to be decided 
based on the 
number of 
property/volume 
of work in the 
jurisdiction 

Only Direct 
Recruitment 
through written 
test. No 
interview. 
 
 
Outsource the 
recruitment 
process to a 
suitable agency. 

Minimum 
Qualification: A 
bachelor’s degree 
in Economics, 
Statistics, 
Mathematics, 
Commerce or 
physics, Business 
Management 
 

Induction training 
compulsory for six 
months 
 
No promotion of D 
Group Workers as 
Tax Inspectors is to 
be allowed. 
 
 
 
 

Revenue 
Inspectors 

Number to be 
decided based 
on the number 
of 
property/volume 
of work in the 
jurisdiction. 

50 per cent 
direct 
recruitment 
through a 
written 
examination, no 
interview. 
Outsource the 
recruitment 
process to a 
suitable agency  
(the standards of 
test to be higher 
than/different 
from that for TI) 
50 per cent 
promotion 

A bachelor’s 
degree in 
Economics, 
Statistics, 
Mathematics, 
Commerce or 
Business 
Management 
 
For Promotion: 
Five years of 
experience 
minimum as TI 
(Seniority cum 
Merit) 
Departmental 
Examinations 
 

 
Induction training 
for six months 
compulsory 
 

Assistant 
Revenue 
Officers (AROs) 

An ARO for 
every three or 
four wards 

50 per cent 
direct 
recruitment 
through a 
written 
examination. No 
interviews 
 
The level of the 
examination is 
to be on a par 

Minimum 
Graduation 
(Economics, 
commerce, 
physics, 
mathematics, 
statistics and 
business 
management). 
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Designation Numbers Mode of 
recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

with that of the 
Gazetted 
Probationers’ 
Examination 
conducted by 
the KPSC for the 
State Civil 
Service. 
Recruitment 
process should 
be outsourced 
to a suitable 
agency. 
50 per cent 
promotion 

Recruitment 
process to be 
outsourced 
 
For promotion: 
Minimum of five 
years of service as 
Revenue Inspector 
(Seniority cum 
Merit) 
 

Assistant 
Commissioner 
(Resources) 
 
Currently 
known as 
Revenue 
Officers 

For every 
Assembly 
segment 
(Division) 

Promotion only. 
 

Minimum Five 
years of 
experience as 
Assistant Revenue 
Officer 

Recommendation:  
Revenue Officers 
and above to be 
borne on GBA. 
There shall be a 
common seniority 
list of AC(R)s at GBA 
for the purpose of 
promotion. 

Deputy 
Commissioner 

For Every Zone Promotion from 
the rank of 
Assistant 
Commissioner 
(Revenue). 

Minimum five 
years of 
experience as 
assistant 
commissioner 
(Resources) 

 

Joint 
Commissioner 

One for every 
Corporation 

An officer of the 
IAS or KAS 
selection grade 
or lateral entry 

 For lateral entry the 
Indian Revenue 
Service officials may 
be considered 
 
 
 
 

Special 
Commissioner 

GBA An officer of the 
IAS in the rank of 
Secretary to the 
Government or 
lateral entry 

 A Senior Officer of 
the Indian Revenue 
Service or an IAS 
officer outside the 
state cadre but with 
specialization in 
Municipal Finance 
may also be 
considered for this 
position 
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3.2. Engineering Services 
The Engineering Department is a major department of the BBMP headed by the special 

commissioner (projects). The Department has several wings, each headed by a chief engineer, under 

the overall supervision of the Engineer-in-Chief. These wings are: Central Projects Wing, the 

maintenance works wing (BBMP Office Buildings, road maintenance, street lights and other day-to-

day maintenance works) wing, Road Infrastructure wing, Storm Water Drains wing and Lakes Wing. 

The Central Projects wing is in charge of major projects like flyovers, underpass, eight-lane corridor, 

registration of bore-wells, installation of water treatment plants, registration of civil and electric 

contractors, multi-level car parking, building works, maintenance of all existing buildings in the head 

office premises etc. 

The Maintenance Wing is responsible for providing basic physical infrastructure such as laying the 

pavements, construction of BBMP buildings, installing street-lights, rainwater harvesting etc., and 

maintenance works of roads, storm water drains, pavements, buildings and so on. The maintenance 

wing operates from the zonal office under the supervision of the zonal chief engineer. 

The Road Infrastructure wing is in charge of major roads, tender sure roads, construction of road 

over bridges, road under bridges, traffic engineering works, skywalks and allied works. The Storm 

Water drain wing is responsible for construction of retaining walls of the primary drains, secondary 

drains, construction of bridges, chain link fencing, and protection works of drains, and allied works. 

Lakes Wing is in charge of development of lakes, maintenance of lakes, protection works of lakes 

and allied works. The Engineering Department currently also houses the TVCC and the Town 

Planning Department. 

The Committee held wide-ranging discussions with the representatives of the engineering 

departments including the engineer-in-chief, the chief engineers of various wings and zonal-level 

chief engineers. The committee recommends the following changes for the rationalization of the 

engineering department in view of the proposed formation of multiple corporations to be overseen 

by the GBA. 

Reorganization: Engineering Services 

In view of the smaller size of the proposed corporations, the major/central projects and road 

infrastructure wings may be merged and shifted to the GBA. 

In view of the smaller size of the proposed corporations and in view of the overlapping nature of 

works, the Lakes wing and the Storm Water Drains Wing may be merged and shifted to the GBA. 

TVCC should also be shifted to the GBA and should operate from the office of the technical advisor 

to the Engineer-in-Chief in GBA. The OFC wing should also be attached to the office of the technical 

advisor to the Engineer-in-Chief. 
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The existing maintenance wing may be renamed as the Engineering Works Department and it will be 

in charge of all kinds of regular maintenance works and will have a clear structure at the ward, zonal 

and corporation levels. The electrical wing which is in charge of maintenance of street lights will also 

operate from each corporation. 

The Planning Department will function from the GBA for all its urban planning functions are 

concerned. The plan approval functions will continue at the corporation level. The engineering works 

department at appropriate level to be vested with the powers to sanction building plans and issue 

occupancy certificates since the Town Planning wing is to be shifted to the GBA. 

The field-level staff of the Engineering Works Department should be free from the responsibility of 

solid-waste management since a separate department will take over solid waste management. 

Consequent to the above re-organization in the Engineering Department, the posts of Engineer-in-

Chief at the Corporation level and Chief Engineer at the Zonal level should be discontinued. The 

zonal head of the engineering department to be a Superintending Engineer instead of a chief 

engineer in view of (i) reduced size of the zone and (ii) the creation of separate departments such as 

SWM and Ecology and Environment. 

i. The Department of Engineering Works 

The Department of Engineering works which is currently known by various names such as Works 

Department, Maintenance Department, Civil Engineering Department etc, is the main 

engineering department at the corporation level, with its operational units at the ward, sub-

division, division and zonal level. It will be headed by a chief engineer at the corporation level. 

The Department will be in charge of all kinds of day-to-day maintenance works except the Solid 

Waste Management works which have been shifted to a separate Department.  

 

a) Structure: Engineering Works 

 Ward Level: 

At the ward level, there will be an assistant engineer or a junior engineer. They are 

responsible for all kinds of maintenance related work at the ward level and are assisted by 

work inspectors and gang-men. For every two to three wards (sub-division) there will be an 

assistant executive engineer who will supervise the works of all the assistant engineers 

under his/her jurisdiction. For every seven or eight wards called divisions (two or three sub-

divisions and coinciding with a legislative assembly constituency within the city) there will be 

an executive engineer who will be responsible for supervising the works of all assistant 

executive engineers and assistant engineers/junior engineers in his/her jurisdiction. 

 

 Zonal Level: 

Two or three divisions make a zone which is the main administrative unit above the wards 

and below the corporation. At the zonal level, the Engineering Works Department will be 

headed by a Superintendent Engineer who is responsible for supervising the works of all 

maintenance related works in the divisional, sub-divisional and ward levels his/her 

jurisdiction. 
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 Corporation Level: 

At the corporation level, the Engineering Works Department will be headed by a Chief 

Engineer who reports to the Commissioner. 

 

ii. Department of Electrical Engineering 

The Electrical Engineering Department is responsible for providing street-lights and lighting to 

other public spaces such as parks, play grounds, Corporation premises in the city in coordination 

with the Bangalore Electricity Supply Company (BESCOM). The Department is also responsible 

for the upkeep and maintenance of Electrical Crematoria in the city.  

 

a) Structure: Electrical Engineering 

The Department will have the following structure: 

 

 Zonal Level 

There will be an Executive Engineer at the Zonal level assisted by two to three Assistant 

Executive Engineers. Under each assistant executive engineer there will be two to three 

assistant/junior engineers depending on workload.  

 Corporation level 

At the corporation level there will be a superintending engineer who will report directly to 

the commissioner. 

 GBA level: 

At the GBA level, a Chief Engineer will coordinate the electrical works in the jurisdiction of all 

the corporations. 

 

iii. Department of Storm Water Drains and Lakes 

This department combines the existing Lakes and Storm Water Drains wings of the Engineering 

Department. The department is responsible for planning and execution of all major storm-water 

drains and related works such as building retention walls, capacity building and desilting of the 

drains. It will also be in charge of works relating to lake conservation in the entire city and as 

such the department will be housed in the GBA. 

 

a) Structure: Storm Water Drains and Lakes 

The department will be headed by a chief engineer at the GBA level reporting to the engineering 

chief. Under the chief engineer, there will be superintending engineers, executive engineers and 

assistant/junior engineers, and the number of each of these cadres will be based on the 

workload. 

 

iv.  The Department of Projects and Road Infrastructure 

This Department which combines the existing road infrastructure wing and central/major 

projects wings will be responsible for planning and executing major projects such as arterial and 

sub-arterial roads, junctions, grade separators, footpaths, flyovers and so on across the city. 

Therefore, the department will be housed at the GBA. 
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a) Structure: Projects & Road Infrastructure 

The Department of Projects and Road Infrastructure will be headed by a chief engineer at the 

GBA level, reporting to the engineer-in-chief. Under the chief engineer there will be two 

Superintendent Engineers, one for projects and one for road infrastructure, and executive 

engineers, two per each corporation. Under the executive engineers, there will be assistant 

executive engineers and assistant/junior engineers as per requirement. 

 

v.  Department of Information Technology and E-Governance 

This department will be responsible for all the Information Technology related services of the 

corporations. It will also plan and execute e-governance projects to make the administration and 

the citizen-corporation interface more efficient, transparent and accountable.  

 

a) Structure: IT & E-Governance 

The Department will be housed at the GBA level and will be headed by a Special Commissioner 

assisted by a Technical Advisor (IT) of the chief engineer cadre. While the Department will 

coordinate the IT needs and e-governance projects of all the corporations from the GBA level, 

there will be an IT unit headed by a project manager in each of the corporations to take care of 

the regular maintenance and upkeep of the IT infrastructure. 

 

vi. Department of Technical Vigilance and Quality Control (TVQC) 

The existing Technical and Vigilance Cell under Commissioner (TVCC) in BBMP will be upgraded 

and housed in the GBA to perform technical vigilance functions relating to all engineering works.  

 

a) Structure: TVQC 

TVQC will be attached to the office of the Technical Advisor to the Engineer-in-Chief. The TVQC 

should be headed by an independent technical expert and technically qualified members drawn 

from outside the municipal cadres.  

 

b) Recommendations for C&R Revisions: Engineering Services 

The engineers working in the above mentioned departments under the cluster of engineering 

services will constitute one single cadre and they are inter-changeable amongst the departments 

except the electrical engineering department. Existing C&R provides for 75 per cent deputation 

from the Department of Public Works, GoK and several other agencies and for only 25 in house 

strength. The committee recommends a fully in-house engineering cadre and the 

discontinuation of deputation forthwith. 

There will be two cadres, namely, one of assistant engineers constituting 75 per cent and junior 

engineers constituting 25 per cent but both coming through direct recruitment. This has been 

the pattern currently followed in BWSSB, KPTCL, KPCL and other similarly paced institutions for 

some time and the outcomes have been very encouraging. 

The cadre strength will be determined on the basis of number of wards, sub-divisions, divisions, 

circles and workload across the various departments coming under the engineering services. 

Recommendations on specific changes in the cadre and recruitment rules are presented in the 

table 5: 
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Table 5: Recommendations for the C&R Revision, Engineering Departments 

Designation Nos Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Gang Men Based on 

workload  

Only direct 

recruitment. 

Seventh standard pass 

Physical fitness is the 

sole criterion 

The recruitment 

process to be 

outsourced to the 

police (CAR or 

KSRP) department 

Work Inspector Based on 

workload 

Direct 

recruitment 

based on a 

written test; 

No interviews 

ITI in civil engineering  

 

Assistant 

Engineer/Junior 

Engineer  

One per ward Direct 

Recruitment 

based on a 

written test. 

No interview 

Assistant 

Engineers 75 

per cent; 

Junior 

Engineers 25 

per cent 

No interviews 

Assistant Engineer: 

Bachelor of 

Engineering (Civil) 

 

Junior Engineering: 

Diploma in Civil 

Engineering 

Recruitment 

process is to be 

outsourced. 

Three to six 

months of 

induction training 

compulsory 

Assistant 

Engineers/Junior 

Engineers 

(Electrical) 

 Direct 

Recruitment 

Assistant 

Engineers 75 

per cent; 

Junior 

Engineers 25 

per cent 

BE in Electrical 

Engineering for 

Assistant Engineers 

Diploma in Electrical 

Engineering for Junior 

Engineers 

The recruitment 

process is to be 

outsourced ; 

Three to six 

months of 

induction training 

compulsory 
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Designation Nos Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Assistant Executive 

Engineer 

One per every 

sub-division 

Direct 

Recruitment: 

40 per cent 

Promotion 

from the cadre 

of Assistant 

Engineers 60 

per cent 

Bachelor’s degree in 

engineering  

For Promotion: Five 

years of experience as 

assistant engineers or 

seven years of 

experience as junior 

engineers 

A rigorous test to 

be the basis for 

direct recruitment 

and the entire 

process should be 

outsourced to a 

reputed technical 

institute. No 

interview. 

Assistant Executive 

Engineer (Electrical) 

Based on 

workload 

Promotion 

from the cadre 

of AE 

(Electrical) 

Five years of 

experience as 

assistant engineers or 

seven years of 

experience as junior 

engineers 

 

Executive Engineer 

 

One per  

division 

By promotion Five years of 

experience as 

assistant executive 

engineer 

 

Based on merit 

cum seniority 

Executive Engineer 

(Electrical) 

One per zone By promotion Five years of 

experience as 

assistant executive 

engineer (Electrical) 

Based on merit 

cum seniority 

Superintending 

Engineer 

One per zone 50 per cent by 

promotion 

from the rank 

of Executive 

Engineers and 

50 per cent 

lateral entry 

For promotion five 

years of experience as 

executive engineer. 

 

For lateral entry: 

substantial industrial 

experience. 

 

Superintending 

Engineer (Electrical) 

One per 

Corporation 

By promotion 

or lateral entry 

For promotion: five 

years of experience as 

executive engineer; 

Lateral entry: relevant 

experience in private 

sector 
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Designation Nos Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Chief Engineer  One per 

corporation 

and one each 

for the 

departments 

of Storm 

Water Drains 

and Lakes, 

Department of 

Roads and 

Infrastructure 

and the 

Department of 

IT and E-

Governance 

By promotion 

or lateral entry 

For promotion: five 

years of experience as 

Superintending 

Engineer. 

 

Lateral entry: relevant 

experience in private 

sector 

 

Chief Engineer 

(Electrical) 

One at GBA By promotion 

or lateral entry 

For promotion: five 

years of experience as 

Superintending 

Engineer (Electrical) 

Lateral Entry: Relevant 

experience in private 

sector. 

 

Engineer-in-Chief One at GBA By promotion 

or lateral entry 

For promotion: Five 

years of experience as 

Chief Engineer  

Lateral entry: relevant 

experience in private 

sector. 

 

Special 

Commissioner 

(Engineering 

Services) 

One at GBA  Senior IAS officer or 

an officer of the 

Indian Engineering 

Service on deputation 
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3.3. Urban Planning 
 

i. Department of Urban Planning 

Town Planning Section of BBMP has been formed to regulate the buildings as per Chapter XV 

of KMC Act 1976. The Town Planning Section deals with sanction of building plans, issue of 

Commencement Certificate and Occupancy Certificate. The section is headed by Additional 

Director of Town Planning and supported by Two Joint Directors at Head Office and Asst. 

Directors at Zonal Office. The Department performs the following functions: 

 Sanction of Building plans, issue of Commencement Certificate & Occupancy Certificate 

as per the provisions of Zoning Regulations of Revised Master Plan- 2015 and Building 

Bye-laws; 

 Preparation of Building Bye-laws; 

 Furnishing Technical opinion on Town planning issues; 

 Registration of Architects / Engineers / Supervisors at Head Office; 

 Furnishing Technical opinion of Transfer of Development Rights; 

 Any other work referred by Commissioner. 

 

a) Reorganization: Urban Planning 

The Committee having discussed with several functionaries of the BBMP as well as in the 

Department of Town Planning (GoK), is of the view that the present system of running the town 

planning wing of the BBMP with people having no expertise and qualifications in urban planning 

has seriously undermined the quality of work and the credibility of the department.  It has also 

been brought to the notice of the committee that the present planning does not do much 

planning functions as its main responsibilities are confined only to issuing permits and 

certificates. The urban planning function is performed mainly by the Bangalore Development 

Authority (BDA). Therefore, the committee recommends the following: 

 Urban Planning function of both BBMP and BDA should be merged and housed in the GBA. 

The Department should be in charge of entire planning process comprising the master plan, 

and its enforcement, granting approval for developmental plans, sanctioning building plans 

for high rise buildings, amalgamation of sites and bifurcation of sites as a consequence of 

partition or acquisition. 

 The building plans up to 15 metres will get sanctioned at the corporation level. The 

enforcement of building by-laws, enforcement of master plan/zoning regulations shall also 

be the responsibility of the respective corporations. Both these functions will be performed 

at the corporation level by the Engineering Works Department 

 

b) Structure: Urban Planning 

The Planning Department will function from the GBA and will be headed by a Special 

Commissioner (Planning)/Director Planning. Under the Director, there will be Additional 

Directors, Joint Directors, Deputy Directors, Assistant Directors, Town Planners and Assistant 

Town Planners. 
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At the Corporation level, the engineering department at appropriate level can be vested with the 

powers to sanction building plans and issue occupancy certificates. There will be no separate 

planning department at the corporation level and at the zonal level. 

c) Recommendations for C&R Revisions: Urban Planning 

Proposed changes in cadre and recruitment rules are summarized in the table 6: 

Table 6: Recommendations for C&R Revision, Department of Urban Planning 
 

Designation Numbers Mode of Recruitment Qualifications Miscellaneous  

Assistant Town 

Planners 

 

 Direct recruitment 

based on a written 

examination; no 

interviews. 

Written examination 

process to be 

outsourced. No 

interviews 

Diploma in civil; 

diploma in 

architecture, 

diploma in 

draftsmanship 

 

 

Town Planners 

equivalent to 

the rank of 

assistant 

engineers 

 

 80 per cent by direct 

recruitment and 20 per 

cent from amongst 

assistant town planners 

who have put in five 

years of experience. 

The written 

examination process to 

be outsourced. No 

interview. 

BE Civil/B. A, 

Architecture and 

Urban Planning 

Preference 

should be given 

to post-

graduate degree 

holders; 

Assistant 

Director 

 

 50 per cent direct 

recruitment; 50 per 

cent 

promotion/deputation  

 

For promotion five 

years of experience. 

Recruitment to be 

outsourced. No 

interviews.  

 

BE Civil, BE 

Architecture, B-

Planning 

And post graduate 

degree in town 

planning 

 

B. Planning 

Degree: It has 

been 

ascertained that 

there are 

institutions in 

the country 

offering the 

course and 

AICTE has 

recognized this 

degree as 

equivalent to BE 

Civil and 
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Designation Numbers Mode of Recruitment Qualifications Miscellaneous  

Bachelor 

Architecture. 

For the post of 

assistant 

director, post-

graduation in 

urban and 

regional 

planning is to be 

mandatory. 

 

Deputy 

Directors 

 

 50 per cent promotion 

from amongst assistant 

directors; 50 per cent 

lateral entry 

 

 

For promotion: 

three years as 

assistant directors 

Lateral entry: 

substantial 

experience urban 

planning sector 

 

Joint Directors  By promotion or lateral 

entry 

For promotion: 

Three years as 

deputy directors 

Lateral Entry: 

Substantial 

experience in urban 

planning 

 

Additional 

directors 

2 Deputation or through 

promotion or through 

lateral entry 

 

 

For promotion: 

Three years as Joint 

Directors 

Lateral entry: 

Substantial 

experience in urban 

planning 

 

Director 

planning to be 

at the GBA 

level/ Special 

Commissioner 

Planning 

 

 The post shall be filled 

through deputation 

from the department of 

town planning subject 

to his/her fulfilling 

prescribed qualification. 

 

 The post shall 

be equivalent to 

the director 

town planning, 

state 

government 
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3.4. Healthcare Services 
The department of health is one of the major departments of the BBMP. In addition to the 

maintenance of public health, the BBMP also runs a large number of hospitals catering to both 

primary and tertiary healthcare. As such the Department is responsible for both clinical and public 

health related activities. As part of its public health responsibility, the health department is also in 

charge of issuing trade licenses under Section 356 of the Karnataka Municipal Corporations Act – 

1976. Till very recently, the Health Department was also responsible for solid waste management.  

Reorganization: Healthcare Services 

The committee after elaborate discussions with officials of the BBMP health department has come 

to the conclusion that for better administration and management the existing health department be 

split into two separate departments one to look after public health protection and the other to 

manage the hospitals of the BBMP. In their new form these departments may be named as the 

department of public health and the department of medical services and family welfare. The 

responsibilities structure and organization of the two departments are discussed separately below: 

i. Department of Public Health 

The new Department of Public Health will continue to perform all the public health related 

functions of the erstwhile Department except issuing of trade licenses wherein the Committee 

recommends the following changes: 

While the Department of Public Health will continue to exercise power of issuing trade licenses 

for the trades listed under X of the Karnataka Municipal Corporation Act 1976 in exercise of 

power vested with the corporation under Section 356, the Department will no longer collect the 

requisite fee for the license but continue to raise demand for each trade as prescribed under the 

rules. The fee will be collected by the newly created Department of Resources which is expected 

to take over the entire gamut of functions relating to the collection of various levies including 

those collected so far by the Health Department. The applicants for trade licenses will pay the 

fees to the Resources Department and submit the relevant receipts to the public health 

authorities along with their application for trade license issue or renewal. 

 

The reorganized Public Health Department will continue to perform all the public health related 

functions being performed at present by the Health Department of the BBMP. They include the 

following: 

a) Registration of births and deaths, issue of birth and death certificates; 

b) Trade licensing; 

c) Immunization programs (seven preventable diseases) for children, Pulse polio, 

Indradhanush; 

d) Health outreach camps in slums; 

e) Mosquito control, and prevention of dengue and H1N1; 

f) Implementation of all other National Health Programs including National Health Mission 

rechristened as National Urban Health Mission (i.e. maternal and child health, 

immunization, TB control, control of communicable diseases including HIV-Aids, non-

communicable diseases including leprosy control. 
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As part of its functions, the Department of Public Health also manages the Urban Primary Health 

Centres. However, these centres are presently located only in 135 wards comprising the core areas 

of the city. In the newly added areas where another 65 wards are located, the public health 

department performs its functions through the State Government-run primary health centres. This 

has led to duplication of the responsibilities and blurred lines of accountability.  

The Government of India releases funds under the National Urban Health Mission to strengthen 

primary health care system through the Bangalore City Health and Family Welfare Society (BCHFWS) 

established under the directions of the Government of India. The Commissioner of the BBMP is the 

chairperson of this society while the funds are to be used by primary health centres run by both the 

state government and the BBMP. 

In order to address the above problems, the committee recommends that the state-run primary 

health care centres in the outer areas of the city should be handed over to the Public Health 

Department of the BBMP for better management and to bring all primary health care services 

delivered in the city under a single roof.  

a) Structure: Public Health 

 Ward level 

 Every ward will have an Urban Primary Health Centre (UPHC) (hitherto called as Health Care 

Centre) headed by a Medical Officer/ Assistant Surgeon. It is assumed that a ward will have a 

population of 30,000 approximately. Under the Medical Officer/ Assistant Surgeon, there 

will be a Lady Health Visitor/ Junior Health Assistant. Henceforth, one Staff Nurse (under 

NUHM) and 3 Auxiliary Nursing Midwives at the rate of one ANM for every 10,000 

population. The Link Workers and Asha Workers assisting them are normally employed on 

contract basis. As such, they cannot be a part of any Cadre. 

 

A senior health inspector will be attached to UPHC and she/he will be responsible for the 

following functions on the public health side. 

(i) Prevention and control of mosquito borne diseases.  

(ii) Prevention and control of communicable diseases under all national health 

programmes (RNTCP, NHIV, Aids control programmes, leprosy control, 

mental health, iodine deficiency, blindness control, control of non-

communicable diseases, IDSP, and adolescent health education etc.) 

Above the Ward level, there will be a Medical Officer of Health (earlier known as Range 

Medical Officer) at the division level. 

The committee is of the view that the MoH does not require the assistance of any technical 

staff and whatever administrative staff that is sanctioned for the office of the MoH would 

suffice.  

 

 Zonal Level: Public Health 

There will be a deputy health officer at the zonal level to oversee all the public health-

related activities in the wards coming under the jurisdiction of the zone. 
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 Corporation Level: Public Health 

A Health Officer will function from the Corporation to coordinate all the public health 

related activities. The Health officer will be assisted by a senior supervisor 

 

 GBA level: Healthcare Services 

At the GBA level there will be a Special Commissioner (Health) who will assist the Chief 

Commissioner of GBA on matters relating to both Public Health and Medical Services & 

Family Welfare. 

 

b) Recommendations for C&R Revision: Public Health 

The entry level posts in both the Department of Public Health and the Department of Medical 

Services and Family Welfare will be of Assistant Surgeons/Medical Officers. Depending upon the 

post-graduation qualification that the assistant surgeons/medical officers acquire while in 

service in the first five years, they may continue in public health department or move on to 

Medical Services department.  

A qualification in General Medicine/Community Medicine/ DPH will permanently place him in 

Department of Public Health and qualifications like Surgery, pediatrics, OBG, orthopedic, 

anesthesia, radiology etc. in the Department of Health Care. This will ensure that neither of the 

departments suffer from inadequate number of qualified people. No Cadre change between 

these two departments is allowed. This recommendation is made in the backdrop of some 

doctors with qualifications in Public Health getting deputed for higher studies in clinical subjects 

in the past. 

The Committee strongly recommends that Nagarapalika quota in subjects like General 

Medicine/ Community Medicine/ DPH should be enhanced from current 5% to 10% in 

Government Medical Colleges. Specific recommendations of the committee for the revision of 

the Cadre and Recruitment Rules of the BBMP are summarized in the table 7: 

Table 7: Recommendations for C&R Revision, Department of Public Health 

Designation Numbers Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Medical 

Officer/Assistant 

Surgeon 

 (entry level 

position) 

 Direct Recruitment 

through a written 

examination to be 

conducted on 

outsourced basis 

preferably by the 

Karnataka 

Examination 

Authority (CET) or 

the Rajiv Gandhi 

Health University. 

No interviews 

MBBS graduate 

 

 

 

. 
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Designation Numbers Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Medical Officer 

of Health 

 

(Earlier called 

Range Medical 

Officer) 

 

One for every 

Assembly 

segment 

 

50 per cent 

promotion  

50 per cent lateral 

entry 

For promotion: Five 

years of experience as 

Medical Officers with 

five years of 

experience and higher 

qualifications (MD or 

PGD in public health 

or related subject) 

Lateral Entry: 

Substantial experience 

in private sector with 

the higher 

qualifications 

prescribed above 

 

Deputy Health 

Officer 

One Deputy 

Health Officer 

for every zone 

50 per cent 

Promotion ; 

50 per cent lateral 

entry 

 

For promotion: Five 

years of experience as 

Medical Officers 

Health  

Lateral entry: 

Substantial experience 

in the private sector 

with the requisite 

qualifications 

 

Health Officer 

 

One Health 

Officer at 

Corporation 

level 

Promotion from 

amongst Deputy 

Health Officers 

with five years of 

experience and on 

the basis of 

seniority-cum-

merit 

  

Chief Health 

Officer (Health 

Care) 

 

One Chief 

Health Officer 

at the GBA 

level for both 

Public Health 

and Health 

Care 

Will assist Chief 

Deputation or 

promotion or 

lateral entry 

 

Either through 

deputation at the level 

of Director of Health 

and Family Welfare or 

through promotion 

from amongst Health 

Officers of 

Corporations through 

a process of thorough 
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Designation Numbers Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Commissioner 

or GBA on 

Public Health 

as well as 

Health Care 

screening or a person 

with vast experience 

in the sector could be 

picked up from the 

open market. 

Field Staff 

Junior Health 

Assistant 

including a lady 

health visitor, 

Staff Nurse and 

ANMs 

One Staff 

Nurse (under 

NUHM) and 

three Auxiliary 

Nursing 

Midwives at 

the rate of one 

ANM for every 

10,000 

population 

Direct Recruitment 

through a written 

examination to be 

outsourced to an 

appropriate 

agency. No 

interviews 

No deputation 

As per Indian Public 

Health Standards. 

 

Senior Health 

Inspector 

The cadre 

strength is 

commensurate 

with the 

number of 

wards. 

Direct Recruitment 

through a written 

examination to be 

outsourced to an 

appropriate 

agency. 

No interviews 

PUC plus training in 

public health; BSc is 

preferable 

(Bachelor’s degree in 

Biology) 

Cadre change 

should not be 

permitted under 

any 

circumstance. 

Health Supervisor  At the sub-

division level 

 

For every three 

to four wards 

Promotion 

 

Five years’ 

experience as 

health inspectors. 

 

 Working under 

MoH.  

 

Health 

supervisors shall 

be handling 

trade licensing in 

addition to 

supervising the 

working of the 

health 

inspectors at the 

UPHC level. 
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ii. The Department of Medical Services and Family Welfare: 

The Department of Medical Services and Family Welfare will be in charge of managing all the 

hospitals run by the BBMP. Currently, these hospitals are located only in the core areas of the BBMP. 

The new Department of Health Care will continue to perform all the clinical health work that the 

erstwhile department of health handled, namely (a) overseeing the functioning of the urban primary 

healthcare centers as far as clinical aspects are concerned (b) managing maternity homes (c) 

management of referral hospitals. Through the network of these two levels of hospitals the Health 

Care Department will continue to provide the following services.  

Outpatient Services 

 Maternal and Child Health Care: Antenatal care, postnatal care and Family Welfare 

programme; 

 Fertility control services: Medical Termination of Pregnancy service, FW services- OP, CC, 

Copper- T; 

 Treatment of RTI/ Sexually Transmitted Disease Cases; 

 Lab facilities; 

 HIV/ AIDS screening and ICTC Programme; 

 Cancer detection/ screening; 

 RNTCP (Tuberculosis screening and Dots); 

 Scan facilities; 

 Colposcopy in Referral Hospitals; 

 Treatment of dog bite cases with ARS/ ARV (tissue culture vaccine); 

 Treatment of ARI and GE cases; 

 Drawing Blood Malarial Smear and treatment; 

 H1N1, Dengue, Chikungunya disease awareness and treatment; 

 Issue of one free copy of Birth Certificate to all Babies Born in Referral Hospitals; 

 Training of Nursing students; 

 Training Centre for LSAS (Life Saving anesthetic skills).  

Inpatient Services  

 Normal deliveries; 

 Sterilization (Tubectomy) - Laparoscopic sterilization, no scalpel vasectomy; 

 Prevention of mother to child transmission of HIV during labor; 

 Management of high risk pregnancies; 

 Caesarean sections; 

 Gynaecological surgery; 

 Advance endoscopic surgery/ infertility work up ; 

 Issue of one free copy of Birth Certificate to all Babies born in Maternity Homes; 

 Immunization. 
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a) Structure: Medical Services & Family Welfare 

The maternity homes are general hospitals for all practical purposes catering mainly to 

women and child health, and therefore they should be renamed as Municipal Hospitals for 

Women and Children. 

These hospitals will have an assistant surgeon cum medical officer and specialists in 

Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Pediatrics, Radiology and Anesthesia. The senior-most specialist 

will be designated as the administrative head of these hospitals. 

At present the assistant surgeons/medical officers (entry level posts) are appointed 

commonly for both Public Health and Clinical Health wings of the Health Department. With 

the separation of these wings as Department of Public Health and the Department of 

Medical Services, assistant surgeons/medical officers should be recruited separately for 

public health and medical service purposes. These recruits can eventually specialize either in 

public health or clinical subjects, and based on their specialization can move on to occupy 

higher positions in either of the departments. 

The Referral Hospitals which treat patients referred to it by the Urban Primary Health 

Centres and Maternity Homes have specialists in General Medicine, Obstetrics and 

Gynaecology, Pediatrics, Radiology and Anesthesia. The senior-most of these specialists will 

be designated as the Medical Superintendent of the Referral Hospital. 

 

Currently there are 27 Municipal Hospitals for Women and Children (Maternity Homes) and 

six Referral Hospitals spread across the 135 wards comprising the core areas of the city. The 

committee recommends that similar hospitals be set up in the remaining 65 wards 

comprising the newly added areas of the BBMP. 

 

b) Recommendations for the revision of C and R Rules: Medical Services & Family Welfare 

The recommendations of the committee for revision of Cadre and Recruitment Rules for the 

Department of Medical Services and Family Welfare are summarized in the table 8: 

Table 8: Recommendations for the revision of C&R, Department of Medical Services and Family 
Welfare. 

Designation Numbers Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Medical 

Officer/Assistant 

Surgeon 

 (entry level 

position) 

 Direct Recruitment 

through a 

Written 

examination. 

No interviews 

 

 

 

Specialists 

 

 50 per cent 

promotion ; 

For promotion: Five 

years of experience 

as Medical Officers 

Cadre strength 

of MOH to be 

determined by 
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Designation Numbers Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

50 per cent lateral 

entry 

 

and higher 

qualifications (MD 

or PGD in the 

relevant area of 

specialization) 

Lateral entry: 

Relevant 

experience in the 

private sector with 

prescribed 

qualifications 

the number of 

Assembly 

segments plus as 

required for 

other duties 

Senior Specialists  Promotion or 

lateral entry 

For promotion: five 

years of years of 

service as 

specialists;  

Lateral entry: 

substantial 

experience in the 

private sector  

 

Hospital 

Superintendent 

To head each 

Municipal 

Hospital for 

Women and 

Children 

To be designated 

from among the 

senior-most senior 

specialists 

 

 

 

 

 

Medical 

Superintendent 

To head each 

Referral 

Hospital 

To be designated 

from among the 

senior-most senior 

specialists 

  

Health Officer 

 

One Health 

Officer at 

Corporation 

level 

Promotion from 

amongst medical 

superintendents 

with  5 years of 

experience and on 

the basis of 

seniority-cum-

merit 

  

Chief Health 

Officer 

One Chief 

Health Officer 

Either through 

deputation at the 
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Designation Numbers Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

at the GBA 

level for both 

Public Health 

and Health 

Care 

 

level of Director of 

Health and Family 

Welfare or 

through 

promotion from 

amongst Health 

Officers of 

Corporations 

through a process 

of thorough 

screening or a 

person with vast 

experience in the 

sector could be 

picked up from the 

open market. 

Special 

Commissioner 

Health Services 

At GBA Senior IAS officer   

 

3.5. Ecology and Environmental Services  
Currently, there three main departments in the BBMP working for the protection and promotion of 

the urban ecology and environment. These are the Department of Solid Waste Management in 

charge of disposal of solid waste generated in the city, the Department of Horticulture in charge of 

developing and maintaining parks, and the Department of Forests which is responsible for planting 

and maintaining trees and for the implementation of the Tree Protection Act within the jurisdiction 

of the BBMP.  

Although, a separate Department of Solid Waste Management has been created following a 

Supreme Court ruling, at the time of undertaking this study, the department did not have 

independent staff and it was using the services of the existing engineering department and the 

health departments. The committee recommends that the Department of Solid Waste Management 

should have its own independent staff for it to operate professionally and efficiently.  

Similarly, since committee is of the view that the Department of Horticulture and the Department of 

Forests should be brought under a single head of the department for effective planning and 

coordination of all works related to providing and protecting the greenery in the city. The committee 

therefore recommends that the existing Department of Horticulture and the Department of Forests 

be brought under a single Department called the Department of Parks and Trees. The re-

organization plan, proposed structure and the C&R Rules for both Department of Solid Waste 

Management and the Department of Parks and Trees are discussed in this section. 
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i. Solid Waste Management Department 

Bengaluru generates about 3700 tons of Municipal Solid Waste daily1. The BBMP is carrying out 

collection, street sweeping, transportation, processing and disposal of Municipal Solid Waste. 

According to the Supreme Court directive Waste management should not be part of other 

department rather be separate department. At present a separate department for waste 

management has been set up but many of its staff are from the department of engineering and 

other departments. 

a) Reorganization: Solid Waste Management 

 An Independent Solid Waste Management Department with its own staff from ward level up 

to the GBA level is to be created. 

 Mechanized sweeping should be promoted in upmarket areas and arterial roads.  

 Bulk collections from markets should be separated from household waste collection and 

separate staffing arrangements should be provided for the two. 

 

b) Structure: Solid Waste Management 

 Ward Level: 

A Junior Health Inspector is the main official responsible for all SWM related operations in a 

ward. The Junior Health Inspector is assisted by pourakarmikas and the sanitary dafedars in 

the day-to-day operations such as door-to-door collection, segregation and transportation of 

garbage. The JHI is also responsible for managing all SWM vehicles, accessories, PKs/IES 

activities/dry waste collection. JHI can be renamed as Inspector (Solid Waste Management). 

The number of pourakarmikas in each ward is to be decided according to the Supreme Court 

guidelines on solid waste management but having factored into generation and volume of 

garbage. A minimum 70 per cent of pourakarmikas should be employees of the corporation 

while 30 per cent may be contractual/outsourced. 

Pourakarmikas are responsible for door-to-door collection and segregation of waste besides 

sweeping streets and public places. 

Sanitary Dafedars are responsible for taking attendance of pourakarmikas and for ensuring 

that pourakarmikas are present and working on the site. There will be one Sanitary Dafedar 

for every mustering centre where all pourakarmikas report to work. Dafedars are 

responsible for door to door collection, mustering, sweeping and segregation 

 

 Zonal Level: 

At the Zonal level there will be a Zonal Environmental Officer of the rank of executive 

engineer to oversee the operations of all the senior environmental officers in the zone. 

Zonal Health officer will also be responsible for overseeing plant activities such as 

processing, landfills, inert management etc. 

There will be an assistant environmental officer to supervise every two to three junior health 

officers (sub-divisional level).  The assistant environmental officer will be of the rank of 

                                                            
1 Central Pollution Control Board (2011) 
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assistant engineers and responsible for overseeing SWM operations in all the wards coming 

under the sub-division. 

There will be a Senior Environmental Officer to oversee every four to six assistant 

environmental officers (division which also coincides with assembly constituency). Senior 

Environmental Officer will be of the rank of Assistant Executive Engineer. 

 

 Corporation level: 

A superintending engineer (environment) or Chief Environmental Officer will head the Solid 

Waste Management Department at the Corporation level. The Chief Environmental Officer 

will report to the Corporation Commissioner. 

There will be a Deputy Health Officer (DHO) in the corporation to coordinate between SWM 

and Public Health Department. The DHO will be on deputation from the Department of 

Public Health. 

 

 GBA Level: 

At the GBA level, a Chief Engineer (Environmental Services) will plan, coordinate and 

oversee the Solid Waste Management across all the five corporations. The Chief Engineer 

(Environmental Services) will report directly to the Chief Commissioner, GBA. 

 

c) Recommendation for the revision of C&R Rules: Solid Waste Management 

The committee’s recommendations for the revision of C&R Rules are summarized in the table 9. 

Table 9: Recommendations for the revision of C&R, Solid Waste Management Department 

Designation Numbers Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Pourakarmikas Based on the 

workload in a 

ward 

100 per cent 

direct 

recruitment. 

The 

recruitment 

process to be 

outsourced to 

the police 

(CAR or KSRP) 

department. 

Seventh Pass. Physical 

fitness is the sole 

criterion 

 

There will be no 

promotion for 

Pourakarmikas 

except to the posts 

of sanitary 

dafedars. Hence 

there should be 

three levels of pay-

scales 

 

Sanitary 

Dafedars 

One per 20 to 

25 

pourakarmikas 

By promotion SSLC pass 

Five years’ experience 

as pourakarmikas 

After promotion 

training for three 

months should be 

mandatory. As part 

of the training they 

can be sent to 

exposure tour to 
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outside state 

corporations for 

about 10 days.  

Junior Health 

Inspectors 

 

The post may be 

renamed as 

Inspector (SWM) 

One per ward Direct 

Recruitment 

(70 per cent) 

 

Promotion 

from the ranks 

of Sanitary 

Dafedars 

(30 per cent) 

 

Recruitment 

process is to 

be outsourced 

to KEA 

 

No interviews 

 

12th standard pass plus 

health inspectors 

training course from 

All India Institute of 

Local Self Governance 

Five years of 

experience as Sanitary 

Dafedars plus 12th 

Standard pass. 

(Before recruitment 

SDs to be sent for 

health Inspectors 

training at All India 

Institute of Local Self 

Governance on 

seniority basis, and 

the cost to be borne 

by the corporation) 

Departmental 

examination 

(municipal and local 

boards act; general 

law) 

In case no eligible 

candidate is available 

for promotion such 

posts can be filled by 

DR every three years. 

No inter-

departmental 

transfers or cadre 

change regardless 

of higher 

qualification for 

health inspectors. 

  

This is to prevent 

the current practice 

of candidates with 

higher qualification 

getting recruited as 

Junior Health 

Inspectors and then 

seeking transfer to 

other departments 

in higher cadres 

Assistant 

Environmental 

Officer 

One per every 

sub-division 

By direct 

recruitment; 

No interview. 

The 

recruitment 

process to be 

outsourced. 

Bachelor’s degree in 

engineering and M 

Tech in Environmental 

Engineering. 
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Environmental 

Officer  the rank 

of AEE 

 

One per  

division 

By promotion Five years of 

experience as 

assistant 

environmental officer 

 

 

Zonal 

Environmental 

Officer 

One per zone By promotion Five years of 

experience as 

environmental officer 

 

Superintending 

Engineer 0r Chief 

Environmental 

officer 

One per 

corporation 

50 per cent 

promotion and 

50 per cent 

lateral entry 

For promotion: Five 

years of experience as 

Zonal Environmental 

Officer 

Lateral entry: Relevant 

experience in the 

private sector  

 

Chief Engineer One at the 

GBA level 

Promotion or 

lateral 

recruitment  

Five years of 

experience as zonal 

environmental officer 

A reputed SWM 

expert meeting certain 

criteria may be 

considered for lateral 

entry 

 

Mechanical 

Engineers for 

O&M and SWM 

Plant 

Management 

As per 

requirement 

As in the 

parent 

department 

As in the parent 

department 

Inter-departmental 

transfer from 

engineering 

department.  

Deputy Health 

Officer 

One each at 

the 

Corporation 

level 

As in the 

parent 

department 

As in the parent 

department 

Inter-departmental 

transfer from the 

public health 

department. 

 

ii. Department of Parks and Trees 

The maintenance of parks and trees is one of the main functions of the BBMP. Currently, there are 

two separate departments whose staff is largely on deputation to take care of and perform these 

functions. The Department of Horticulture is in charge of development and maintenance of parks 

whereas the Department of Forests is looking after the tree planting and maintenance.  
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The Department of Horticulture is headed by the Deputy Director of Horticulture and he is assisted 

by seven Horticulture superintendents. At the Zonal level, a Horticulture Superintendent functions 

under the Zonal Joint commissioner. Under the Horticulture Superintendent, there are Assistant 

Horticulture superintendents who are the field-level functionaries and they operate with the 

assistance of horticulture inspectors, gardeners and mestris. Besides, the development and 

maintenance of parks, the Department also produces compost using the biomass generated in the 

parks and does water harvesting works. At present, there are 1360 parks, of which 1011 have been 

developed and the rest are under various stages of development. 

The Forest Department headed by a Deputy Conservator of Forests performs the following 

functions. 

1. Planting of Sapling with building tree guards around them to enhance the green cover and 

aesthetics of the city. 

2. Canopy Management: Removing or pruning trees which are found to be dangerous, old, 

dried and obstructing traffic, in accordance with the provisions of the Karnataka Tree 

Preservation Act, 1976. The Department has 13 canopy management teams to do this across 

the city. 

3. Raising of Seedlings in Nurseries: The department also raises saplings of tree species which 

are most suitable to be planted in various parts of the city. After meeting the BBMP’s own 

requirements, these saplings are also distributed free of cost to other departments and 

NGOs engaged in beautification and greening of the city. 

4. The Forest Department also performs a regulatory function in which it grants permission to 

the public to fell or trim the trees under the provisions of the Karnataka Tree Preservation 

Act, 1976. 

5. The Department also maintains a wild life rescue team headed by one Environment Adviser 

to man a 24 hour help line to attend to the problems caused to the general public by snakes, 

monkeys and other wild animals. 

During the consultation with BBMP officials it was brought to the notice of the Committee that the 

BBMP has only one sanctioned post of the DCF and two sanctioned posts of ACF. It does not have 

any sanctioned posts of RFOs, foresters/deputy RFOs and forest guards. However, eight officers at 

the level of RFOs/foresters are working in the department without sanction. Sometimes two DCFs 

work against one sanctioned post. The officers have admitted to the fact that the functioning of the 

department is totally flawed and unsystematic and unscientific as there is no well-defined structure 

for the department in place to oversee this important aspect of BBMP functioning. 

a) Reorganization: Parks & Trees 

After studying the role, responsibility and the current issues facing these two departments, the 

Committee has come to the conclusion that these two departments should be brought under a 

single administrative head at the corporation level. This is necessary because both these 

departments serve a largely similar purpose which is to contribute to the environmental quality 

and beautification of the city. Both these departments have deputed officials at the higher levels 

and it is therefore important to have a single coordinating authority at the centre. 
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The committee therefore recommends that the department of forests and the department of 

horticulture be brought under a single department called the Department of Trees and Parks 

headed by a joint commissioner at the corporation level under whom the trees wing will 

function with deputed staff from the state forest department and the parks wing will function 

with deputed staff from the state horticulture department. 

 

b) Structure: Trees wing 

 Ward Level 

For every division or assembly segment there will be one a forester/DRFO assisted by two 

forest guards. They will be responsible for all the wards coming under the assembly 

segment. Most of the works are carried out by the forest guards.  There is no need for ward-

wise presence for the trees wing as most of the work including planting of saplings is 

generally contracted out.  

 

 Zonal  Level 

 A Range Forest Officer with required administrative staff will function from the Zone office 

to look after the functioning of the wing in all the divisions coming under the zone. 

 

 Corporation Level 

 An assistant conservator of forest will head the wing at the corporation level. The ACF will 

be assisted by required technical staff. 

 

c) Structure: Parks wing 

 Ward Level 

 There will be a Horticulture Inspector for every division to take care of the parks-related 

works in all the wards coming under the jurisdiction of the division. The Horticulture 

Inspector will be assisted by gardeners and mestris. 

 Zonal Level 

At the zonal level, there will be an assistant director of horticulture who will be responsible 

for the development and maintenance of all the parks in the divisions coming under the 

zone. 

 Corporation Level 

At the corporation level, there will be a senior assistant director who will be in charge of the 

park wing’s operations in the corporation. Departmental Head at the Corporation level: A 

Deputy Conservator of Forests will head the Department of Trees and Parks 

 

 GBA Level 

An Additional Director of Horticulture/ Conservator of Forests will coordinate the functions 

of the Department of Trees and Parks across the five corporations. 

 

d) Recommendation for the revision of C&R Rules: Parks & Trees 

For the Trees wing all the posts will be filled by way of deputation from the State Forest 

Department.  
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For the Parks wing, the posts except those of gardeners, mestris and horticulture inspectors will 

be filled by way of deputation from the state department of horticulture. 

The recommended revisions in the C&R Rules for the posts of gardeners, ‘mestris’ and 

horticulture inspectors are given in the table 10. 

Table 10: Recommendations for the revision of C&R Rules: Parks & Trees 

Designation Nos Mode of recruitment Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Gardeners Dependent on 

requirement 

Direct recruitment; no 

interviews 

written examination 

and physical test 

SSLC plus 

training in 

gardening/horti

culture 

There will be no 

cadre change for 

gardeners, mestris 

and horticulture 

inspectors. 

Deputation from this 

cadre to any other 

cadre is strictly 

prohibited. 

Mestris Dependent on 

requirement 

By promotion from 

amongst gardeners, 

with five years of 

experience. 

 

Horticulture 

inspector 

For every 

Assembly 

Segment 

Through promotion 

from among mestris, 

with five years of 

experience 

  

 

3.6.  Welfare 

i. The Department of Urban Poverty Alleviation 

The existing department of welfare is in charge of taking up various welfare programs for weaker 

sections. The department is using for this purpose mainly the funds available to various 

departments for SC/STs. Of late the department has also been taking up projects for other 

weaker sections such as backward classes, minorities, women and physically handicapped. 

The committee recommends that the activities taken up in the name of welfare needs to be 

reorganized and administered more effectively. Since the department has now been taking up a 

wide-range of programmes to alleviate the poverty of various groups of citizens, it should be 

renamed as the Department of Urban Poverty Alleviation. 

 

a) Reorganization: Welfare 

Currently the department is headed by a Joint Commissioner/Additional Commissioner assisted 

by a Deputy Commissioner. The Committee recommends that in view of the proposed five 

corporations in the place of BBMP, the welfare department should be headed by a Deputy 

Commissioner at the Corporation level, assisted by an Assistant Commissioner with supporting 

staff. There will be a Joint Commissioner/Additional Commissioner at the GBA to plan and 

coordinate the poverty alleviation functions across the city. 
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b) Recommendations for the revision of C&R Rules: Welfare 

The Joint Commissioner (Urban Poverty Alleviation) will be an IAS officer or a socio-economic 

development expert with substantial experience in national or international level developmental 

roles. The Deputy Commissioner (Urban Poverty Alleviation) will be senior KAS officer. The 

Assistant Commissioner (Urban Poverty Alleviation) will be KAS officer. 

3.7. Human Resources and Institutional Management 

For the internal administration of the GBA and the corporations, the committee recommends three 

independent departments. They are: the Department of Human Resources, the Department of 

Finance, Accounts and Audit and the Department of Law. The Department of Human Resources will 

also include the Public Relations and Estates. As the GBA is going to be vested with the management 

of all the Group A, B and C cadres of personnel in the re-organized governance arrangement, the 

Department of Human Resources will function from the GBA. Only the cadre of Group D personnel 

will be managed at the corporation level with a wing of Human Resources Department present in 

each of the corporation. The Law and Finance Departments will also be housed in the GBA with 

substantial presence at the level of each corporation also. 

i. Department of Human Resources 

The Department of Administration is responsible for recruitment, training, cadre management of 

the municipal personnel of all the five corporations. 

a) Reorganization: HR 

The committee recommends that GBA should be the recruiting authority for all the Group A, B 

and C officials and personnel. Only Group D personnel will be recruited by the individual 

corporations. 

The GBA will also be the cadre management authority for all the Group A, B and C officials and 

personnel. Only Group D personnel will be managed by the individual corporations. 

As part of the reorganization, the committee recommends that the Department of General 

Administration will also be in charge of all the assets of the corporation and public relations. 

 

b) Structure: HR 

The Department will be headed by a special commissioner (Personnel) at the GBA level. He will 

be assisted by three deputy commissioners, each looking after recruitment and training, cadre 

management and land acquisition. 

 

At the Corporation level, the department of personnel administration will be headed by a deputy 

commissioner (personnel) who will be assisted by two managers and other supporting staff. 

At the corporation level, there will also be an assistant commissioner (estates), with supporting 

staff who will be in charge of the corporation assets. A public relations officer with supporting 

staff will also be attached to the Department of General Administration. 
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The Committee is of the view that there is no need for assistant commissioners in the 

Department of Personnel Administration at the corporation level as the corporations are 

recommended to be in charge of the cadre management of only Group D personnel. 

The committee’s recommendations with regard to the revision of the C&R Rules with respect of 

the officials of the Department of Personnel and the FDAs and SDAs for all the departments is 

summarized in the table 11. 

 

c) Recommendation for the revision of C&R Rules: HR 

Table 11: Recommendations for the revision of C&R: HR 

Designation Nos Mode of recruitment Qualifications Miscellaneous 

SDAs As per 

requirement 

Direct recruitment 

through a 

written examination; 

No interviews  

A bachelor’s 

degree with at 

least 50 per cent 

marks in the 

qualifying 

examination with 

relaxations as per 

reservation policy 

Although the 

eligibility to write 

the recruitment 

examination is the 

same for both 

FDAs and SDAs, 

the recruitment 

examination for 

the FDAs will be of 

much higher level. 

The examination 

should be 

outsourced to an 

external agency 

FDAs As per 

requirement 

50 per cent direct 

recruitment through a 

written examination; 

no interviews 

50 per cent promotion 

For direct 

recruitment: A 

bachelor’s degree 

with at least 50 per 

cent marks 

For promotion: At 

least five years’ 

experience as SDAs 

Deputy 

Commissioners 

Two at the 

GBA and one 

for each 

corporation 

Senior KAS officer on 

deputation 

  

Special 

Commissioner 

One at the 

GBA 

Senior IAS officer   

 

ii. Department of Finance, Accounts and Audit 

At present Accounts section headed by Chief Accounts Officer (CAO). The CAO Section is actually 

working as Treasury of BBMP along with 

 Compiling all kinds of Receipts and Payments; 

 Assistance to Commissioner for preparation of annual Budget of BBMP including 

supplemental Budget and advise Commissioner in financial matters; 
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 Supervision & Re-conciliation of receipt & Payment of Various Bank Accounts; 

 The Compilation and Finalization of Annual Accounts of BBMP; 

 Submission of Financial position to higher authorities & to the Government; 

 To release LOC to the Executive Engineers and Assistant Controller(Finance) of 8 zonal 

offices of BBMP with the approval of the Commissioner; 

 To Liaison with Government regarding financial issues pertaining to BBMP; 

 Pursue files pertaining to grants; 

 Accounts maintained under Fund Based Accounting System (FBAS) since 2002-03. 

 

a) Reorganization: Finance, Accounts & Audit 

The Committee held wide ranging discussions with the head of the Special Commissioner, 

Finance, Additional Commissioner (Administration) and the Chief Accounts Officer. Although, 

there was a suggestion that the Finance Section be brought under the overall supervision of the 

proposed Resources Department, the Committee in its subsequent discussions felt that since 

Finance and Accounts is essentially an administrative department, it is not advisable to bring it 

under the control of a functional department like Resources Department. As such, the 

Committee has come to the conclusion that the Finance and Accounts Department should be 

kept as a separate department under the supervision of the Additional Commissioner 

(Administration). Further, the Committee makes the following recommendations. 

 

The Committee also recommends that the Department be headed by a chief accounts officer 

who may be in the rank of Additional Controller of Accounts or an officer from the Indian Audit 

and Accounts Service, at the GBA level. But we recommend overall, control will lie with the head 

of the general administration department. However, the personnel working in the department 

of finance and accounts will constitute an independent cadre for the purposes of seniority, 

promotion, career planning etc. 

 

FDAs and SDAs of the Finance and Accounts Department have specialized and specific 

qualification and expertise. So they should not be clubbed with the FDAs and SDAs in general. 

They shall be available only for specialized service and hence the decision to house them in GBA. 

They should constitute a cadre by themselves with a different career plan. The Committee 

suggests that these posts be given different sets of names such as First Division Accounts and 

Second Division Accountants while they continue in the cadre of FDAs and SDAs. 

 

 

b) Structure: Finance, Accounts & Audit 

The Committee recommends the following structure for the Finance and Accounts Department 

at the Ward, Zonal, Corporation and GBA level. 

 

 Ward level  

An Account Superintendent will head the accounts wing at the ward level. There will be 

required number of FDAs and SDAs. They will keep track of all records. 
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 Zonal level 

Deputy Controller Accounts, assisted by audit officers, accounts superintendents and 

required number of FDAs and SDAs will function at the Zonal Level, under the overall 

supervision of the Zonal Commissioner. 

Below the zonal office, there will be an assistant controller, supported by an audit officer, an 

accounts superintendent and supporting staff at the divisional level (legislative assembly 

segment) 

 

 Corporation Level 

At the corporation level, there will be a chief accounts officer of the rank of the joint 

controller of finance, assisted by two DCFs, one for accounts and another for finance. The 

finance DCF can be called chief finance officer working under joint controller finance. The 

supporting staff will comprise assistant controllers, audit officers, superintendents etc. 

Functions will include 

 

c) Recommendation for the revision of C&R Rules: Finance, Accounts & Audit 

The Committee makes following recommendations regarding the recruitment for various posts 

in the department of Finance and Accounts.  The recommendations are summarized in Table 12. 

The relevant C&R Rules may be revised incorporating these recommendations.  

Table 12: Recommendations for the revision of C&R: Department of Finance, Accounts and Audit 

Designation Nos Mode of recruitment Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Second Division 

Assistant 

 Direct Recruitment 

through a written 

examination; no 

interview. 

B.Com  

First Division 

Assistant 

 50 per cent direct 

recruitment through 

written examination 

50 per cent through 

promotion; no 

interviews 

For direct 

recruitment 

B.Com 

For promotion: 

five years of 

experience as 

Second Division 

Assistant. 

 

Accounts 

Superintendent 

 Promotion Five years of 

experience as 

first division 

assistant 

 

The Audit 

officer 

 Promotion Five Years of 

Experience as 

Accounts 

Superintendent 
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Designation Nos Mode of recruitment Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Assistant 

Controller of 

Finance (Zone). 

 75 per cent Direct 

Recruitment through 

written test; no 

interview 

25 per cent  

Deputation for a 

limited period may be 

allowed. 

For direct 

recruitment:  M 

Com, CA, and 

MBA in Finance. 

 

For promotion: 

Five years of 

experience as 

audit officer 

 

Deputy 

Controller 

 50 per cent 

Promotion or 

Deputation for a 

limited period but not 

more than three years 

 

50 per cent lateral 

entry 

For promotion: 

five years of 

experience as 

audit officer 

Lateral entry: 

Substantial 

experience in the 

private sector 

No officer can 

come on 

deputation in any 

capacity for a 

second time or 

term. 

No relaxation 

should be allowed 

under any 

circumstances 

with regard 

experience and 

qualifications for 

deputation 

 Deputation on 

the basis of 

experience. 

No provision for 

cadre change.  
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iii. Law Department 

The legal cell of the BBMP provides legal opinion sought by various departments and legal services 

with respect to all court cases involving the BBMP. Section 484 of Karnataka Municipal Corporations 

Act 1976 is the enabling provision in establishing the legal cell. The legal cell is headed by a judicial 

officer of the rank of the district judge and has three Legal Assistants, one Deputy Law Officer, two 

Assistant Law Officers and 10 Junior Law Officers. The Corporation has a few advocates on record to 

handle cases filed against BBMP before the Supreme Court. 

The Committee held detailed discussions with the head of the legal cell and other officials from the 

legal cell. During the discussions it was pointed out that the existing strength of the legal cell is not 

commensurate with the workload. 

Workload in the Legal cell has increased manifold during the recent years consequent to steep 

increase in the population of the city, enforcement of the provision of the RTI Act 2005, and the 

establishment of Karnataka State Human Rights Commission, State and District Consumer Forums, 

National Green Tribunal and the Karnataka Lokayukta.  

a) Reorganization: Law 

Based on these discussions and keeping in view the current and future workload, and the overall 

changes proposed to the structure of administration in Bangalore, the committee makes the 

following recommendations: 

The Legal Cell should be upgraded as a full-fledged law department and should be housed in the 

GBA.  

The Department will be headed by the Principal Director (Legal Services) and will be assisted by a 

Joint Director and two assistant directors. 

In each corporation, there will be a director (legal services) to be assisted by one joint director, 

one deputy director, two assistant directors and five legal officers.  

A manager and ministerial staff will assist the team both at the GBA level and in each of the 

corporations. 

Separate accounts branch should be set up in the legal cell- for the purpose of payment of 

advocates’ bills and court fees. Such accounts branch, could be at the GBA level, having control 

over the five municipal Corporations in accounts matters. A post of Assistant Controller of 

Finance, may be created at the GBA level. 

 

b) Recommendation for the revision of C&R Rules: Law 

The committee’s recommendations for revisions in the cadre and recruitment rules in respect of 

the law department are summarized in the table 13: 
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Table 13: Recommendations for the revision of C&R: Department of Law 

Designation Numbers Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Principal 

Director 

1 Direct 

Recruitment  

Retired District & Session 

Judge (super time scale or 

served for three years as 

Director/Head of legal cell, 

Law Department in any of 

the Municipal 

Corporation, Bengaluru.) 

Age limit maximum up 

to 70 years of age. 

Tenure 3 years 

whichever is later. 

Director/Head 

of the legal cell 

5 Direct 

Recruitment 

Retired District & Session 

Judge. 

Age limit up to 65 

years for applying for 

the post. Tenure five 

years. 

Joint Director 6 50 per cent 

promotion and 

50 per cent 

lateral entry 

 Promotion: From the 

cadre of Deputy Director, 

who has put in service of 

not less than two years in 

the cadre of Deputy 

Director/ Deputy Law 

Officer on seniority cum 

merit basis 

Lateral entry: Substantial 

experience in legal 

practice with  expertise in 

municipal laws 

Newly created post, 

equal to the rank of 

Deputy Director of 

Forensics 

Deputy 

Director/ 

Deputy Law 

officer 

5 50 per cent 

Promotion; 50 

per cent lateral 

entry 

Promotion: From the 

cadre of Assistant 

Director, who has put in 

not less than two years of 

service as Assistant 

Director/ Assistant Law 

officer on seniority cum 

merit basis 

Lateral entry: Substantial 

experience in legal 

practice with expertise in 

municipal laws 

Post is equal to the 

present post of 

Deputy Law Officer/ 

Public Prosecutor in 

the department of 

prosecution 

Assistant 

Director/ 

Assistant Law 

12 50 per cent by 

promotion; 50 

per cent by 

Promotion: from the cadre 

of law officer/ Junior Law 

Officer who has put in 

Post is equal to the 

present post of 

Assistant Law Officer/ 
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Designation Numbers Mode of 

recruitment 

Qualifications Miscellaneous 

Officer lateral entry service of not less than 

two years in the cadre of 

law Officer/ Junior Law 

Officer on seniority cum 

merit basis 

Lateral entry: Substantial 

experience in legal 

practice with expertise in 

municipal laws 

Senior Assistant Public 

Prosecutor in the 

Department of 

Prosecution 

Law Officer 30 Direct 

Recruitment 

through a 

written test 

A bachelor’s degree in law 

with two to three to five 

years of experience in the 

bar or in a reputed law 

firm. 

Post is equal to the 

present post of Junior 

Law Officer/ Assistant 

Public Prosecutor 

 

3.8. Appointment of Commissioners and Zonal Commissioners and other 

recommendations 

The Commissioner of the GBA and the Corporation will be senior members of the Indian 

Administrative Service. However, instead of routinely posting IAS officers for these posts, those 

with considerable experience and training in urban governance should be given preference.  

The Section 14(1) of the KMC may be suitably amended to provide security tenure for the 

commissioner for at least two years. This would enable the commissioners to plan for long term 

improvements in governance and to reform the system without being constrained by political 

expediency. 

The posts of Zonal Commissioners are currently being filled by promoting BBMP officials or 

through deputation from various state government departments. The Committee has observed 

that officials with no relevant experience are often appointed to these key positions. The 

committee recommends that these posts should be filled only by senior Karnataka 

Administrative Service Officials with previous experience of having worked in urban local bodies. 

Their appointment should also be subjected to a process of selection in which relevant previous 

experience, training, interest and aptitude need to be ascertained. 

The rationale of appointing only the IAS and KAS officials for the posts of commissioners and 

zonal commissioners respectively is that these are the posts which require the officers to 

coordinate with elected representatives and various departments both within the BBMP and in 

the State Government. These responsibilities can be better handled by the All India Services and 

State Civil Services officials as they are exposed to such roles from the beginning of their career. 
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Outsourcing Selection Process: The candidate selection process may be outsourced to centres 

of excellence such as Indian Institutes of Management in the cases of lateral entry to leadership 

roles and direct recruitment to key posts. The current model of recruitment enlisting the 

services of institutions outside the government followed by the BWSSB and KPTCL may be 

studied and followed. The recruitment of AROs and ROs may be assigned to the Indian Institute 

of Management as ROs and AROs are key functionaries in managing resource mobilization at the 

field-level and hence required to possess proper aptitude and competence required to carry out 

this function. Selection of candidates for various engineering posts may be outsourced to 

technical institutions of repute keeping in view the kind of specialization required for the posts 

being filled. 

Lateral Entry: The Committee strongly recommends the lateral entry at senior levels across the 

departments to infuse new ideas and dynamism into civic administration. As indicated in the 

department-wise suggestions for the C&R revisions at least 50 per cent of the posts at the senior 

level should be filled through lateral entry. Even in those cases where only one such post is 

available, there should be an option for filling such posts through lateral entry if at that level 

there is a need for experience, expertise and efficiency available in the open market. 

Induction and Training: All the new recruits should go through mandatory foundation training as 

well as mid-career training as a pre-condition for promotion. Training can be organized in 

partnership with private institutions and the Karnataka State Institute of Urban Development 

which was established by the government with the mandate to train municipal staff. 

Manpower Assessments using Scientific Methods: The manpower requirements at various 

levels and various categories of posts needs to be estimated using a scientific method such as 

the Destination Organization Chart (DOC) developed by Janaagraha and Aon which allows 

required staff strength to be estimated against specific volume of works to be executed in a 

given time frame. Any such estimate should also take into account the use of technology for 

upgrading various processes of administration. We suggest that a separate committee of experts 

should be constituted to estimate the sanctioned strength of staff on a scientific basis. 

Performance Assessment: A stringent annual performance review process should be in place 

and it should be done in a fair and transparent manner. The HR Cell should coordinate this 

process with the department heads and the head of administration department of the municipal 

corporation concerned. 

Human Resource Management System (HRMS): IT-based management tools such as Human 

Resources Management System can be deployed to automate the tracking of staff data 

pertaining to skills, capabilities, performance appraisal, learning management, attendance and 

payroll. This can help reduce the manual workload of these administrative activities at the head 

office.  
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3.9. Transition to New C&R Rules  

The committee recommends the following transition plan for the implementation of the C&R 

rules revised according to the recommendations made in this report.  

The revised C&R will be applicable to all the new recruitments to be carried out after the 

notification of the revised rules. The existing positions can be renamed and re-adjusted 

according to the revised C&R Rules. A plan needs to be put in place for re-training and re-skilling 

of the existing staff.  

Some additional transition measures need to be planned in case the Government goes ahead 

with implementing the recommendation of this committee for the splitting of the existing BBMP 

into multiple smaller corporations with a Greater Bangalore Authority at the apex level.  

In such a case a large number of city-scale functions (functions to be carried out across the 

multiple corporations) are going to be vested with the Greater Bangalore Authority. However, 

the Act passed in this regard by the Karnataka legislature, which now awaits the Presidential 

assent, provides only for the creation of multiple corporations sans the GBA. Therefore, when 

the new Act comes into being the smaller corporations will replace the BBMP without the GBA, 

the creation of which under a new law to be passed would take some more time. Then a 

question arises as to which authority would carry out the functions recommended to be vested 

with the GBA. The committee therefore recommends that the Government create an 

empowered committee consisting of representatives from all the new corporations to carry out 

the functions that are of city-scale until such time as the GBA is duly created. 

Alternatively, the Government may promulgate an ordinance to create the GBA once the Act 

providing for the creation of multiple corporation comes into force, so that all the city-scale 

functions can be shifted to the GBA immediately. Once the GBA comes into being all the BBMP 

employees, except those in Group D, will be GBA employees and the GBA will have powers to 

transfer them to the corporations. The GBA may initially transfer the staff to the newly created 

corporations through a process of counselling. Adopting a similar method the GBA may allocate 

the Group D workers to individual corporations and they will henceforth be employees of the 

respective corporation. 

Finally, while recommending revisions in the existing C & R Rules, this committee has not 

worked out the number of posts required at the various levels as the committee felt that it 

would be premature to do so without estimating the work load in the re-organized set-up. 

Therefore, the committee recommends that the government constitute a group of officials to 

estimate the number of posts once the decision regarding the re-organization is finalized. 

Alternatively, this task may also be assigned to the existing BBMP Restructuring Committee. 

 




